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ABSTRACT
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establishing internal baseline data; identifying the benchmark;

determining how that standard has been achieved and comparing it to
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deciding to make changes or improvements to meet/exceed the

benchmark. Althouzh edv:.ators normally look only at other schools for

practices to borrow, successful benchmarking ..nvolves looking both

inside and outside the field of education. Benchmarking focuses on

outcomes rather than processes. Benchmarking can be applied to tech

prep as an organizational alternative to the traditional secondary

school college prep and general education program. The following

components of tech prep are particularly well suited to benchmarking:

articulation, program assessment and improvement, career guidance,

and marketing. Because benchmarking provides focused and immediately

useful data, creates a culture that values continuous improvement to

achieve excellence, and increases sensitivity to changes in the

external environment, its results are far greater than those achieved

by informal evaluation approaches. (Contains 11 references.) (MN)
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BENCHMARKING IN
EDUCATION: TECH PREP,

A CASE IN POINT

A benchmark is a standard of excel-
lence or achievement used to compare
and measure similar things. Benchmark-
ing is a process by which an organiza-
tion compares its practices, processes,
and outcomes to standards of excel-
lence in a systematic way. Benchmark-
ing is often called best-in-class bench-
marking because establishing the stand-
ard of excellence is a search for the
"best." How you define "best" becomes
the benchmark, that is, the standard you
will attempt to match or exceed.

The Benchmarking Process
The process has four essential steps:

1. Determining what to benchmark
and establishing internal baseline data.
This first step is an assessment of your
needs and current status. What results
do you want to achieve? By when? This
step in the process requires that you
start with a vision of what "doing it well"
means; in other words, that you under-
stand what you would consider superior
performance. Second, you must know
your own practices and processes down
to the smallest detail. For example,
when a student fills out a particular form,
what becomes of the form, what use is
made of it, why do you ask for this par-
ticular information, and what do you do
with each piece of information on that
form?

2. Finding out what the benchmark is.
What is the standard of excellence for
this particular practice or process? Who
has achieved it? What is the difference
between your results and the results of
the best organization? For example, you
may decide to benchmark L.L. Bean be-
cause they handle telephone requests
faster, cheaper, and with fewer com-
plaints than anyone else. You may not

fn sell clothing or camping equipment, but
C- you do have to deal with telephone re-

quests.
+.1

f; 3. Determining how that standard has
been achieved, and comparing your or-
ganization's cuirent practices with the

ment do nOt necessanly represent offic,a1
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way that the "best" organization does
similar things. Does another organiza-
tion do a similar task or process, or a
part of a process, better than you do?
Why does the way they do it produce
better results in less time or at less cost?
This analysis helps focus improvement
efforts and sets expectations for what
can be achieved through such efforts.

4. Deciding to make changes or im-
provements in order to meet or exceed
the benchmark. If benchmarking is to be
useful, the data must not be used for
score-keeping (e.g., comparing one de-
partment to another). The purpose of the
data gathering and, in fact, of the entire
effort, is to take actionto allow your or-
ganization to make improvements and to
think about its decisions in concrete
terms.

The action plan that evolves must in-
clude a monitoring phase, specifying (1)
how you will know whether your
changes are succeeding, (2) what meas-
urements you will use, (3) how you will
collect the data, and (4) when. A still fur-
ther step is a plan to re-evaluate the
benchmark to see if it is still "the best,"
and, if not, to determine what is the new
benchmark and to begin the effort to ex-
ceed the new one. This monitoring
phase illuminates a critical aspect of
benchmarking that further sets it apart
from the usual way organizations try to
improve: Benchmarking is not a one-
time, quick-fix undertaking. It is a learn-
ing process, and it is done continuously.

Where Should You Look for
Benchmark Models?

Although educators normally look only
at other schools for practices to borrow,
successful benchmarking involves look-
ing outside of as well as within your own
industry or field. In the business world,
successful companies who have used
benchmarking have borrowed ideas
from companies far outside their own in-
dustry. For example, Convex Computer
visited Disney World to learn about facili-
ties management. Similarly, Xerox se-
lected L.L. Bean as best-in-class in the
warehousing and materials handling
function; Federal Express for billing effi-
ciency; and Cummins Engine for produc-
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tion schedulingall outside of Xerox's in-
dustry. Corning Glass, which has a
manufacturing unit designed to meet
customers' emergency needs, visited
best-in-class hospital emergency wards
to understand how to organize teams for
crises. Confining benchmarking efforts to
organizations like your ownother
schools or school systemslimits your
goals and creativity: one's own field is so
familiar that it is difficult to see it with a
fresh perspective. Conversely, a search
that includes organizations outside of
your industry or field stimulates your
creativity because it forces you out of ha-
bitual patterns of thought and ways of do-
ing things.

Most organizations, whether schools
or businesses, possess incomplete infor-
mation about what is the best practice.
That is because most improvement tar-
gets are fret internally and are based on
past performance. Ordinarily, for exam-
ple, organizations compare one internal
department to another, or this year's per-
formance to last year's: Which depart-
ment produces the most sales or re-
duces its expenses the most? Which
one made the biggest increase in sales
over last year's results? Which fourth-
grade teacher raised the reading score
of his or her students the most? This
type of comparison avoids the question
of whether any of the departments are
as effective as they could be. Best-in-
class benchmarking lets organizations
break free of these self-imposed limits
on performance.

Applying Benchmarking to
Education

The idea of performance measures
for practices is relatively novel in educa-
tion. The field talks about "exemplary" or
"best" practice, but how does anyone
know if a practice is in fact "best"? We
usually do not know because we lack
plausible metrics for comparing prac-
tices. The field needs professionally
based standards of best organizational,
curricular, and pedagogic practice to
complement outcome standards. Evalu-
ations of practices can give educators
the ability to diagnose the reasons for
limited or poor learning outcomes and re-
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veal what processes and products have
led, elsewhere, to better outcomes.

In education we tend to borrow whole
programs, but benchmarking forces bor-
rowers to assemble their program from
best-in-class instances wherever they ex-
ist, as Xerox borrowed best practices for
different functions from several different
companies. No one organization con-
ducts all functions at best-in-class levels;
they are good at some things but not at
others. This point is particularly key to in-
novations as complicated as integrating
vocational and academic education,
which involve many organizational, cur-
ricular, and pedagogic functions.

Benchmarking bridges the gap be-
tween two different approaches to
change in education. One, often called a
"top-down" approach, involves the devel-
opment of a generic model and the dis-
semination of it to educators at the local
level with the expectation that it will be
adopted because it is conceptually and
practically sound. This approach does
provide quality standards, but local con-
ditions always affect how knowledge will
be used, and local educators have diffi-
culty implementing a model that was not
tested with their particular situation in
mind.

In the second approach, often called
a "bottom-up" approach, local practitio-
ners create innovations and invent solu-
tions to cope with their particular prob-
lems. Although this approach does deal
with the local situation, it lacks quality
standards and becomes relevant only to
a momentary problem. What is worse, it
leaves each locality isolated, without the
opportunity to learn from the successes
and failures of others.

What is needed is a mechanism for
the continuous evolution and improve-
ment of practice. Many consider the net-
works of schools carrying out innovative
programs established for the exchange
of experiences to be such a mechanism.
But these networks may perpetuate the
diffusion of random practices that do not
meet any quality standards. In evaluat-
ing whether to adopt a program and how
best to implement it, educators need to
know whether the organizational, peda-
gogical, and curricular practices are best-

in-class and meet standards of quality.
Benchmarking provides such an evalu-
ation strategy because it allows for the
diffusion of locally determined best prac-
tices that have been measured against
other local practices. Borrowed ideas
must be adapted to the circumstances of
the borrower. But the basis for the adap-
tation is that the borrowera school, for
examplehas established measures of
its own practices and has compared
these to the best practices elsewhere.

Benchmarking: Focusing on
Outcomes

Thus far, this paper has emphasized
the benchmarking of processes, but
equally important is benchmarking's fo-
cus on outcomes rather than on the ef-
forts to produce those outcomes. To illus-
trate the benefits of this focus, take the
hypothetical case of an adult literacy pro-
gram. Too often, organizations believe
that they have made improvements be-
cause their expenditures in a program
have doubled. Benchmarking's focus on
outcomes would force an organization to
ask how many adults who entered the
program learned to read this year rather
than how much was spent on adult liter-
acy this year. Thus, the focus on out-
comes gives an organization data on ex-
penditures per output.

There are, of course, a variety of
kinds of outcome benchmarks that can
be used, and the following two examples
from Oregon and North Carolina will illus-
trate that variety. The Oregon State
Board of Education uses the following
outcomes as ben,thmarks of its progress.

93 percent of high school students
will graduate from high school by the
year 2000

55 percent of high school students
will be enrolled in the tech prep pro-
gram by the year 2010

70 percent of high school students
will complete at least one year of post-
secondary education or training by
the year 2000

35 percent of high school students
will be enrolled in structured work ex-
periences by the year 2000
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Oregon has also established a num-
ber of other benchmark measures, start-
ing in 1970 and every ten years through
2010.

Basic academic skills:

Percentage of high school graduates
proficient in at least one language
other than English

Percentage of students who achieve
basic skill levels in third grade, fifth
grade, eighth grade, and eleventh
grade

Comparative performance:

Ranking on national assessments in
geography, history, math, reading, sci-
ence, and writing in fourth grade,
eighth grade, and twelfth grade

Ranking on international reading,
math, and science assessments

Before setting these benchmarks, the
Board had to determine the current
benchmarkswhere they are now on
these measures. By setting measurable
standards, the Board avoids falling into
the trap of relying on often-misleadng
anecdotes and testimonials ("The pro-
gram is going great!").

The Richmond County (North Caro-
lina) Schools' tech prep program uses
the following outcomes as benchmarks
of its progress.

The percentage, each year, of high
school students taking algebra I and
II and chemistry

The dropout rate each year

What students intend to do when they
graduate, and how this changes each
year

College board computerized adaptive
test scores in reading, writing, mathe-
matics, and algebraand how these
compare to the average scores of the
students in college prep and in basic
studies each year

In addition, Richmond County uses as
benchmarks a follow-up survey of gradu-
ates as to whether they are attending a
four-year college, attending commu-
nity/junior college, in the military, or work-
inglother.
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All of these benchmarks provide Rich-
mond County concrete evidence about
the outcomes of their efforts.

Applying Benchrnarking to
Tech Prep

Benchmarking can be applied to en-
tire programs or, more likely, to the proc-
esses involved in the development and
implementation of a program. Take a
tech prep program, for example.

Tech prep, an organizational alterna-
tive to the traditional secondary school
college prep and general education pro-
gram, is a planned sequence of inte-
grated academic and technical courses
embracing the last two years of high
school and the first two years of college.
A high school and a community college
often formally coordinate their programs.
Students who complete the sequence re-
ceive an associate degree and are quali-
fied to enter a variety of technical ca-
reers. Because the emphasis is on conti-
nuity in education and learning how to
learn, its graduates are also prepared for
advanced education, and many go on to
earn a four-year baccalaureate degree.

Tech prep has four general program
components:

1. Development of an articulated curri-
culum

2. Program assessment and improvement

3. Career guidance

4. Marketing

(These components are not sequential;
that is, tech prep programs reflect a
mixture of each component operating
at various stages of development.)

These four components include, of
course, many important activities and
processes, such as setting local priori-
ties, staff development, and business
and industry collaboration. In selecting
an aspect of tech prep to benchmark,
program staff would list the processes
within each component and identify
those that (1) are the most critical for the
success of the program or (2) are dis-
couraging enrollment, causing delays,
leading to complaints, or otherwise inter-

fering with the mission and goals of the
program.

We can see how benchrnarking can
be applied to education by looking at two
of tech prep's componentsarticulation
and marketingand examining how one
would benchmark processes involved in
these components.

Articulation in tech prep. Articulation is
a central concept of tech prep. When a
curriculum is articulated, secondary and
postsecondary courses are coordinated
and complementary to each other. As a
result, the total sequence of courses be-
comes a functional whole, and comple-
tion of the program communicates to po-
tential empioyers that the participant has
demonstrated needed skills and abilities.

Articulation involves several important
aspects and processes. These include:

The development of articulation
agreements between the high school
and the postsecondary institution

Vision and goal setting

System-wide policy making

Administration, including budgeting
and project management

Program planning and development

Curriculum review, development, and
integration

Staff orientation, training, and devel-
opment

Program evaluation and outcomes as-
sessment

Understanding what makes these proc-
esses work or fail is crucial to the suc-
cess of tech prep.

The development of articulation agree-
ments is essentially a negotiation proc-
ess. To benchmark that process, pro-
gram staff would identify the best-in-
class for this process. One example out-
side of the education world would be
strategic planners at companies who
have been involved in mergers. Next,
they would decide what metrics to use to
assess the performance for this process.
One metric cou' le how long it takes to
resolve an issua to the satisfaction of the
parties involved.
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Vision and goal setting are key activi-
ties at many kinds of organizations. Non-
profit, care-giving organizations, for ex-
ample, have to reassess their goals
often in response to changing condi-
tions. And as competitive pressures
change, businesses have to reassess
their vision and goals. To benchmark this
process, program staff would have to
identify organizations that are best-in-
class for this process and determine
what metrics they would use to assess
their performance. For vision and goal
setting, the metrics would perhaps be
less clear-cut than for some other proc-
esses, such as administration and pro-
ject management, but it would be just as
essential to have the metrics. One might
be how long it takes an organization to
develop a corporate vision and a work-
able set of goals. Another series of met-
rics might be who and how many of the
affected parties are involved in the goal-
setting, how readily the affected parties
"buy into" the vision and goals, and what
the feedback mechanisms are to rethink
the vision and the goals.

For each of these processesthe de-
velopment of the articulation agreements
and vision and goal settingthe pro-
gram staff would then analyze how the
best-in-class organizations conduct this
process and why their approach leads to
the high level of performance or satisfac-
tion in the organizations being exam-
ined. Ultimately, staff would decide on an
action plan for improving these proc-
esses, and this would be followed by
monitoring and re-evaluation phases.

Marketing tech prep. To achieve its
goals, tech prep requires several kinds
of partnerships: between educators and
businesses, between academic and
technical faculties, and between secon-
dary schools and postsecondary institu-
tions. These partnerships and the con-
cept that drives them are new and not
readily accepted or understood. For ex-
ample, tech prep is often seen as simply
a continuation of vocational education,
and negative attitudes toward vocational
education constitute a significant barrier
to the adoption and implementation of
tech prep. Therefore, effective marketing
plans are as critical to the success of
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tech prep as are the instructional pro-
grams.

Tech prep can be thought of as a new
product or service. The concept and its
benefits must be marketed internallyto
college and secondary school adminis-
trators and guidance counselors, boards
of trustees, school board members, col-
lege faculty, and secondary vocational
and academic faculty; and externally to
local businesses, students, parents, lo-
cal community groups, government
agencies, and the general public. Any
tech prep initiative, therefore, must in-
clude specific marketing plans for both
internal and external audiences.

The marketing effort could clearly
benefit from looking at how "the best" or-
ganizations conduct the various market-
ing processes, for example:

Businesses that introduce new prod-
ucts or services to the public

Non-profit organizations and busi-
nesses that introduce new ideas and
concepts to internal audiences

Schools that have successfully
adopted educational reforms

Schools that have begun to introduce
tech prep

Marketing can be disaggregated into
the following processes, each of which
could have a different benchmark com-
pany or organization.

Identifying the target market

Developing a marketing plan

Developing promotional materials

Developing and implementing an ad-
vertising campaign

Gathering dataconducting surveys
to determine audience response to
the concept, the product, the service,
and the message

Establishing mechanisms for receiv-
ing feedbackcustomer complaints,
for example, or customer comusion or
misapprehension about the concept,
its implementation or impact

Brainstorming techniques to develop
marketing ideas

With the massive changes required
by tech prep, overturning traditions ot
curriculum, teaching methods, and even
goals, tech prep has many barriers to
overcome. While marketing can go a
long way to address these barriers,
benchmarking's emphasis on continuous
improvement offers a key to gaining sup-
port for tech prep. For one thing, evalu-
ation and benchmarking of pcactices
would identify problems eariy enough to
solve them before they hurt the program
and lead to negative outcomes. Equally
important, continuous improvement in
staff performance, student performance,
and employer and community college co-
operation could be the most effective
methods of overcoming barriers to the
acceptance of tech prep.

Why Benchmark?
The objective is to aim high, to get re-

sults that other approaches have not
been able to achieve. The results from
benchmarking are far greater than those
achieved by informal approaches be-
cause benchmarking provides focused
and immediately useful data, not just an-
ecdotal information, intuition, or opinion;
creates a culture that values continuous
improvement to achieve excellence; en-
hances creativity; encourages staff to be
open to ideas even though they were
"not invented here"; and, increases sen-
sitivity to changes in the external environ-
ment.

Benchmarking provides an opportu-
nity for an organization to see if it has
met its own expectations, and to learn
why or why not. Benchmarks enable an
organization to think about its current op-
erations and its future in concrete terms;
set measurable goalsbenchmarks to
aim at; and, consider the costs and bene-
fits of pursuing or not pursuing a given
course of action.

Further, benchmarking has a strong
dissemination potential. Others can see
what you did, why you did it, what the re-
sults were, and what produced the re-
sults.

Morton Inger
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